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Abstract—This paper presents an automatic method to extract a multi-view object in a natural environment. We assume that the target object is bounded by the convex volume of interest defined by the overlapping space of camera viewing frustums. There are two key contributions of our approach. First, we present an automatic method to identify a target object across different images for multi-view binary co-segmentation. The extracted target object shares the same geometric representation in space with a distinctive color and texture model from the background. Second, we present an algorithm to detect color ambiguous regions along the object boundary for matting refinement. Our matting region detection algorithm is based on information theory, which measures the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence of local color distribution of different pixel-bands. The local pixel-band with the largest entropy is selected for matte refinement, subject to the multi-view consistent constraint. Our results are high-quality alpha mattes consistent across all different viewpoints. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method using various examples.

Index Terms—Multi-view co-segmentation, Multi-view object segmentation, Natural image matting

I. INTRODUCTION

Multi-view object extraction aims to simultaneously segment a foreground object from multiple images, each captured at different viewpoints of the target object. This is one of the most important steps in image-based rendering, editing, and many computer vision, graphics, and image processing tasks.

Early approaches to multi-view object extraction often assumed a well-constrained, indoor studio setup with strict illumination and no background clutters [1], [2], [3], [4], [5]. Recent approaches are able to automatically co-segment a multi-view object in natural environments by using either common appearance models in images or geometric constraints across viewpoints. Some reliable solutions [6], [7], [8], [9], [10] utilize three features: bounding-volume prior from camera poses, appearance models under geometric constraints, and iterative Markov Random Field (MRF) optimization. Specifically, it initializes color models from projections of a visual hull by all cameras. In this procedure, segmentations of each viewpoint are geometrically related in the space. The appearance models and foreground masks are simultaneously updated until they converge in the MRF optimizations.

However, these approaches only show rough segmentations in relatively low resolution images and do not perform matting to resolve fractional boundary issues. Moreover, there is a problem with automatic initialization when the visual appearance of the target object cannot be simply modelled by color Gaussian mixture models (GMMs).

In this paper, we present a multi-view matte estimation method on top of the previous approaches [7], [8], [10], [11], [12], [13] which not only estimates binary masks, but also soft alpha mattes of a foreground object. Our system utilizes the calibrated camera poses and sparse point clouds acquired from structure-from-motion (SfM) [14], [15], [16]. The initial contour of the foreground region is obtained from the assumption that an object is bounded by the convex hull of camera viewing frustums. Based on the initial contour, we can estimate the appearance models of foreground regions to get a tighter bound of the foreground object. Our appearance model comprises a color model and a texture model. After iterative MRF optimization, we obtain binary segmentations, which are close to the silhouette of the 3D model, and consistent boundaries are obtained from the projected 3D curves. The second step refines these contours so that they are accurately located at object boundaries. The unknown regions that contain
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color mixing of foreground and background are determined by evaluating the distribution of colors within local pixel-bands. Finally, we solve for the fractional boundaries of the target foreground object by adopting the matting Laplacian [12] subject to the soft multi-view consistent constraint.

This paper extends the work reported in our previous publication [6]. We summarize the major differences as follows. First, we propose a better solution to the initial binary mask segmentation, which considers not only geometric constraints across images, but also color and texture information for more accurate foreground estimation. The efficiency of this step is also improved by the adoption of superpixel representation. Second, instead of simply considering local windows of various sizes, we exploit more rich representation of local windows and adopt a dynamic programming approach to estimate the unknown regions that have the maximum sum of entropies along object boundaries. This improvement allows us to estimate unknown regions more accurately, and hence, improve the quality of estimated alpha mattes. Finally, for challenging cases in which the automatic approach does not perform well, we discuss how to include user interactions to enhance the performance of our algorithm.

We evaluate our algorithm using various real-world images. Based on the results of qualitative and quantitative experiments, we claim three advantages of our algorithm. First, we automatically estimate a tight bound for a foreground object by the convex hull of visible SfM points. Second, the appearance model of the foreground object is more robust than those reported in previous literature when similar texture patterns are observed from multiple viewpoints. Third, our method provides high-quality fractional boundaries using the estimated trimap. Our approach does not require clean background images to separate foreground layers. In addition, our algorithm can efficiently handle high-resolution images with minimum user interventions because the optimization and matting procedure is only performed on the uncertain regions of the trimaps.

II. RELATED WORK

Our method deals with a common texture model for multiview object segmentation, geometric foreground representation, and automatic matting for multiple images. The relevant publications are reviewed in this section.

Multiple images co-segmentation. Co-segmenting multiple images refers to the problem which segments two or multiple images using a common appearance model of the target objects. One of the key ideas in co-segmentation is to use common energy terms coming from consistency measurements across different input images, assuming that they share some statistical similarity, such as colors, textures, shapes and other appearance properties [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23].

Recent approaches exploit rich representations for the appearance modeling of target objects. They consider mid-level features in their compatible segmentations or information transfers between images [24], [25]. Chai et al. [24] showed foreground-background co-segmentation of image sets that is scalable to large datasets. The background appearances are collected and modeled in a high-dimensional feature space, and the unsupervised co-segmentation is driven by these training image sets. Inspired by the method in [24], our texture representation uses superpixels in multiple images and utilizes gradient features to describe superpixels. This approach shows better performance than solely utilizing GMMs for color observations under natural illumination conditions.

To handle more complex illumination, material, and other physical properties, Oquab et al. [25] also demonstrated that large-scale image collections can be utilized to train the general appearance of class specific objects. We believe classifying features is a promising direction when the target object is in a natural scene. However, we do not assume that a large number of training examples is available, and we do not include any category learning process.

User interactions, such as bounding boxes and foreground or background scribbles for each image, can be effectively shared to allow for the dissemination of information [29], [30]. At every iteration, these systems require user corrections for a few images, and all color models are updated according to the guidance. It naturally develops interactive image segmentation [26], [27], [28] to the multiple image co-segmentation context. However, they do not consider any geometric correlations among input images even when some of them share a common 3D space. Extending this work, our approach considers the geometry of the target scene, which is powerful clue for improving the co-segmentation performance.

Multi-view geometric constraints. To enforce geometric constraint on the multi-view images, previous studies have assumed that an object is consistently observed with calibrated cameras. Some early works have suggested the following geometric representations. Zeng et al. [31] introduced a visual hull constraint on the over-segmented images to determine the foreground segments. Yezzi et al. [32] used a level set method of evolving 2D contours consistent with the 3D space, which is under the strict assumption that a scene is composed of several homogeneous backgrounds and strong irradiance discontinuities. Snow et al. [33] applied the geometric constraint to their probability functions so that static background models could be successfully merged into the 3D representation. Many background subtraction techniques take this probabilistic approach, but the assumption of clean backgrounds does not generally hold in the real-world environment [34]. Here, a clean background indicates an image without the target object, which is intended for easy background subtraction. Our method does not require clean backgrounds nor any strict geometry assumptions regarding the input images, in contrast to these previous studies [33], [34], [35], [11], [36].

Recent approaches have utilized the MRF optimization technique for better segmentation results. Sormann et al. [37] proposed a graph-cut-based fast multiview co-segmentation algorithm that uses geometric constraints with the proper initialization. Other studies, such as [38], [39], [11], [40], are jointly optimizing 2D segmentation and its 3D reconstruction under the MRF frameworks. In these approaches, several assumptions, such as object locations, clean backgrounds, or user strokes for the initialization are utilized.
Some approaches for multi-view co-segmentation have accurately estimated the dense geometry of an object, acquired from the SfM pipeline [41], [8]. To gain the reliable geometry, these methods require a relatively large number of input images. Their systems also take computational resources to refine its initial geometry. This is because the quality of 3D reconstruction directly affects the segmentation result. Moreover, the dense reconstruction is often a time-consuming process to obtain 2D segmentations as its side-products.

Other approaches using fewer input images find simple geometric representations, such as epipolar lines on the pixel domain or sparse sample points in 3D space [7], [42], [9], [10]. During iterative optimization, foreground masks of the appearance models are updated and checked whether the current binary labels are also correct from the other viewpoints.

Their systems, without any user-given priors, start with initial masks from camera poses assuming that the object is placed at the intersection of all camera views. For more strict configuration, Campbell et al. [38], [39] assumed that the target object is fixed at the center of the visual hull, and they collected definite foreground samples near the camera centers in images. However, in the challenging cases, their appearance models are not able to manage foreground-background ambiguities when the object is loosely bounded in the images.

In contrast to previous approaches, our system starts with the SfM pipeline and finds the initial space of interest that is fully visible to all input cameras. Instead of dense geometry acquisition, the SfM pipeline in our approach is only used to determine the convex hull of the visible SfM points. In addition, our approach is based on the simple geometric representation that defines 3D reference points in space and links between superpixels in images. Without requiring the 3D structure refinement stage, our approach samples regular grids of the initial convex hull and only keeps physically meaningful surface samples through the visibility computation at every iteration. Even in challenging cases, our appearance models can seek the texture patterns of an object so that our MRF optimization overcomes possible local minima.

Natural image matting. Matting is the process of segmenting a foreground object with its fractional boundaries. Conventional sampling-based, affinity-based approaches require user inputs in a form of a trimap to specify foreground, background, and uncertainty regions [12], [13], [43], [44], [45], [46]. In this section, we present some examples that are relevant to our trimap generation in terms of camera configurations.

For single-image matting, Rhemanto et al. [13] dealt with fractional boundaries in high-resolution images. This approach can be considered a two-phase method with the first phase of the initial trimap estimation using graph-cut and the second phase of matte refinement. Another approach allows a user to roughly trace the boundary of the target, and the unknown regions are adaptively determined according to neighboring contents [47].

For narrow-baseline image matting, the variances of colors in pixel correspondences at depth planes are measured to automatically identify trimaps and get mattes for an array of cameras [48]. This idea has turned out to be quite suitable, and it has been extended to multiview camera systems and light field images [49], [50]. However, these approaches share the same baseline with almost identical appearance of foreground objects in each input image. Hence, it only works at the front-parallel configuration of cameras, and the generalization is not very straightforward. Hasinoff et al. [51] also formulated boundary matting at occlusion boundaries as estimating 3D curves and foreground colors. They considered the boundary curve as piecewise linear, parameterized points in 2D coordinates, and designed an objective function by putting the model into the well-known compositing equation [52].

For wide-baseline image matting, Sarim et al. [35] partially applied the epipolar line constraint to isolate shadow regions in pixel spaces and performed matting as post-processing. Recently, Wang et al. [36] removed the boundary artifacts of video objects by having static background models.

In contrast to these previous works, we fully associate all camera viewpoints in the absolute 3D coordinate and initialize MRF energies in natural scenes. Our approach considers the geometric relations in input images and minimizes user interactions. We also have added a soft constraint to the matting equation so that the projections of our common geometric representation are implicitly preserved in the final mattes.

III. OVERVIEW

Our system performs an inference procedure to detect the foreground mask at superpixel-level at a low resolution. After that, we estimate the multi-view trimaps and mattes at the original image resolution. This coarse-to-fine approach reduces the overall processing time. Figure 2 shows the pipeline.
In the first phase, our goal is to estimate binary masks with capital symbols. We denote $S = \{S^1, S^2, \ldots, S^N\}$ as superpixel sets and $M = \{M^1, M^2, \ldots, M^N\}$ as the initial masks of the bounding volume. We utilize the iterative graph-cut optimization to achieve our goal.

### A. MRF formulation

The binary segmentation in the first phase is formulated as a single energy function in the MRF framework [27], [28]. Our objective function consists of the data term $E_d$ and the neighborhood term $E_n$ as follows. The data term is designed based on the appearance models $E_a$ and the geometric model $E_g$. Similarly, the MRF allows the regularization terms, such as $E_{nc}$ for similar colors, textures and $E_{ng}$ for geometric linkages across viewpoints.

$$E_d = \rho \cdot E_a + (1 - \rho) \cdot E_g$$
$$E_n = \lambda_{nc} \cdot E_{nc} + \lambda_{ng} \cdot E_{ng}$$

(1)

The parameter $\rho$ determines which data term is more reliable for the energy assigning of a node: $\rho_k = \frac{|Pr_c(I_k|G_f) - Pr_c(I_k|G_b)|}{|Pr_c(I_k|G_f) + Pr_c(I_k|G_b)|}$, where $Pr_c(I_k|G_f)$ is the probability of the pixel $I_k$ having the foreground label $G_f$. We use subscript $c$ on the probability $Pr$ because it is a color-based probability term. When the colors of a pixel or a superpixel have similar metrics for both the foreground and background models, we give more weight to the geometric consistency term.

The neighborhood terms are weighted by $\lambda_{ng}$ for geometrically linking nodes across the related viewpoints and $\lambda_{nc}$ for considering color and texture linkages in each image. Detailed explanation of the terms in Eq. 1 and 2 are given in the next subsections.

### B. Geometric representation

In our approach, the geometric coherence of the binary segmentations is evaluated for every MRF iteration. In this procedure, a foreground label in one image becomes the true foreground when a warped pixel position (correspondence point using the camera projection matrix) in the other images also belongs to the foreground regions. For this idea, we define coherency score $\nu_k$ for pixel $k$. For superpixels, all the pixels in a superpixel share the same score. The coherency score for
In comparison to SfM, our system does not refine 3D structures; rather, it concentrates on the 2D segmentation task. Even if the initial reconstruction is roughly given, we are only interested in the tight bounding volume and sparse, accurate anchor positions in it. We do not additionally compute the photo-consistency of these points as seeking a geometrically simple representation. For some missing foregrounds in several images, these connections are also extremely useful for propagating user strokes when they are available.

**C. Appearance models**

Our appearance models capture colors and texture patterns in superpixels. The appearance energy terms consist of the Gaussian mixture model (GMM) of per-pixel distributions $E_c$ and Fisher kernel (FK) representations of each superpixel $E_t$:

$$E_a = E_c + \lambda_t \cdot E_t. \quad (6)$$

We build color GMMs for each image and classify the foreground, background texture patterns collected from all images. By controlling the weight $\lambda_t$ for the texture term over the color term, we can control the influence of their cooperative effects.

In modeling the color term, we take the negative log of a probability, which converts an $\arg \max$ MAP problem into an $\arg \min$ energy minimization problem in the respective superpixel descriptor from the hyperplane of the support vector machine (SVM).

1) **Color:** In the color consistency measurements, we build a color model using GMMs [53], [54] for both foreground and background color distribution. In our case, we vectorize a color pixel in an image $I^n_k$ as a nine-dimension vector, stacking the $lab$ colors space and the RGB color space for two different Gaussian blurs.

Suppose we have the current binary segmentation of the foreground and the background, we can collect samples to build the GMM color model:

$$Pr_c(I_k|G_f) = \sum_{c=1}^{cmca} w^c_f \cdot N(I_k, \mu^c_f, \sigma^c_f)$$

$$Pr_c(I_k|G_b) = \sum_{c=1}^{cmcb} w^c_b \cdot N(I_k, \mu^c_b, \sigma^c_b)$$

where $w^c_f \cdot N(I_k, \mu^c_f, \sigma^c_f)$ indicates the weighted Gaussian component having mean $\mu^c_f$ and variance $\sigma^c_f$ on the foreground label. We build the GMM color model in a normalized $lab$ color space ranging between 0 and 1. This normalized $lab$ color space gives more weight to the chromatic channels and less weight to the luminance channel to reduce the effects of shadings or shadows. We also apply the Gaussian smoothing to each RGB channel before building the GMMs to remove image noises and subtle image details to avoid over-fitting of the color distribution.

When we measure the distance of a pixel between the foreground and the background, instead of using all Gaussian functions $N$, we use the 5 nearest Gaussian functions by defining $w^c_f, w^c_b$ as the minimum metric in closer Mahalanobis distances. This is slightly different from the convention considering the number of samples covered by each Gaussian.
Consider the example shown in Fig. 14. The proportion of the hand pixel is much smaller than the other foreground pixels. Therefore, the convention GMM will disregard the hand region because it has fewer samples. In our task, we prefer to take all the details of an object because other false alarms can be effectively suppressed by iterative optimization.

The color consistency measurements are normalized to satisfy $P_{r_c}(I_k|G_f) + P_{r_c}(I_k|G_b) = 1$ for the proper energy terms, and the average of these energies in a group of pixels is assigned to their superpixel node in MRF.

2) Texture: Our key idea for encoding texture information is building common texture that is comprehensive foreground/background texture prior regardless of the viewpoints.

To encode texture information, we take the luminance channel $l$ in the $lab$ space, and compute the $x$, $y$, $x y$, and $y x$ directional derivatives of Gaussians at two different sigma scales, and Laplacians of Gaussians at three sigma scales. Then those 11-dimensional vectors in one viewpoint are added to the original 9-dimensional vectors of color components. The new 20-dimensional vectors for each pixel in all input images are clustered to create 64 GMMs, followed by description of all 20-dimensional vectors for each pixel in all input images are original 9-dimensional vectors of color components. The new derivatives of Gaussians at two different sigma scales, and $l$ ground/background texture prior regardless of the viewpoints.

Fig. 5. Texture appearance model. We encode color and texture components into the superpixel descriptors. At every iteration, they train the linear SVM in the Fisher vector space. In MRF, one superpixel is connected to the nearest nodes, and the non-local linkages are formed by the similarity between these superpixel descriptors.

In building an initial graph with neighborhood connections, the superpixel descriptors are compressively represented as $S_k$ by the standard PCA projections. For greater computational efficiency, mean pooling on color vectors is another good approximate option. The pairwise term is implemented by the Potts model [28] in the superpixel segmentation context, where one node is connected to k-nearest neighbors in the $X^2$ metric between the superpixel descriptors:

$$E_{nt}(X_p, X_q) = \sum_{p,q} |X_p - X_q| \cdot \exp(-\beta (\chi^2(S_p', S_q'))^2).$$

We normalize this distance function by setting the parameter $\beta = (2(\chi^2(S_p', S_q'))^2)^{-1}$ as explained in [28]. According to convention, $\langle \cdot \rangle$ denotes the expectation of all the linked superpixels in one image. In the implementation, each superpixel is connected to eight adjacent nodes and is non-locally linked at most with eight similar descriptors in the cost space.

Except for the definition of texture [57], we link superpixel descriptors of one image in a similar way as in [10]. However, we develop the way to have a discriminative appearance model so that the gradient magnitudes do not lose directional information. This texture model is sufficiently representative, especially when we have similar texture parts in foregrounds with blurry backgrounds.

D. Energy optimization

In practice, labeling all pixels at the original image resolution is a time-consuming task. Instead, we take one or two additional coarse resolutions for the rough superpixel segmentations before we start the pixel-level optimization using the initial energy. During iterative refinement of the multi-scale segmentations, we increase the weight of $\lambda_{ng}$. This is because we believe that the 3D hypothesis is not reliable in the beginning, but gradually our 3D surface samples become accurate and dense enough to cover pixel-level score maps.

In the pixel segmentation, we use the typical contrast term for eight connected grids and add view-to-view linkages coming from the final 3D surface structure. We define the neighborhood energy for two adjacent nodes $x_p$ and $x_q$ using a color energy $E_{nc}$ and a geometric energy $E_{ng}$:

$$E_{nc}(x_p, x_q) = \sum_{p,q} |x_p - x_q| \cdot \exp(-\beta (I_p - I_q)^2)$$

$$E_{ng}(x_p, x_q) = \sum_{i,j,p,q} |x_p - x_q| \cdot e_{ij},$$

where $\beta$ is the same value used for Eq. 9. In our experiment, most cases required less than three iterations to reach stable labeling results. When we could not solve the MRF with more than eight inputs at a high resolution due to memory limitation, we divided them into eight-viewpoint subsets to be respectively optimized after re-computation of the visibility maps. However, we also found that the 3D structures derived from eight views are good enough to project to the other calibrated views. Hence, we were able to perform per-view graph-cuts using its appearance, geometric models with $\lambda_{ng} = 0$. It is still useful to have such inter-view linkages coming from 3D samples [10] or SIFT-based correspondences [11] in inferring correct labels. However, once we had a good 3D model of interest in the space, we observed that additional regularization was no longer required because the simple projection scores $v$ had already achieved geometrically consistent segmentations.

V. Multi-View Matte Estimation

Given the estimated binary labels $x$ and the scores maps $v$, our next step is to generate trimaps $\mathbf{T}$ and estimate alpha mates $\alpha$ of the foreground object.
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The equation for measuring the KL divergence is given by:
\[
f_{KL}(r_k, s_k) = \sum_{r_k' \in s_k} [d(I_k', C_0) \cdot \log \frac{d(I_k', C_0)}{d(I_k', C_1)}],
\]
(11)
where \( r_k \) is the uniformly sampled seed point along the boundaries, \( C_0 \) and \( C_1 \) are the RGB colors of the two end points on the line, respectively, and \( d(\cdot, \cdot) \) is the Euclidean distance operator. In our approach, we measure the KL divergence of the local color distribution using the estimated line model. Instead of a regular grid to measure the divergence, we use the various shapes of local windows to adapt the window according to the boundary shape. The KL divergence is measured with various window sizes, ranging from \( 7 \times 7 \) to \( 81 \times 81 \) pixels, in three possible shapes (square, thin, thick) having 2, 2, and 9 types of offsets respectively. The windows \( s_k \) are illustrated in Fig. 7.

The effect of KL divergence in evaluating color spread is
\[
\sum_{r_k' \in s_k} [d(I_k', C_0) \cdot \log \frac{d(I_k', C_0)}{d(I_k', C_1)}],
\]
(11)
where \( r_k \) is the uniformly sampled seed point along the boundaries, \( C_0 \) and \( C_1 \) are the RGB colors of the two end points on the line, respectively, and \( d(\cdot, \cdot) \) is the Euclidean distance operator. In our approach, we measure the KL divergence of the local color distribution using the estimated line model. Instead of a regular grid to measure the divergence, we use the various shapes of local windows to adapt the window according to the boundary shape. The KL divergence is measured with various window sizes, ranging from \( 7 \times 7 \) to \( 81 \times 81 \) pixels, in three possible shapes (square, thin, thick) having 2, 2, and 9 types of offsets respectively. The windows \( s_k \) are illustrated in Fig. 7.

The effect of KL divergence in evaluating color spread is evaluated in Fig. 6. We plot the curve of the normalized KL divergence against the size of a local window. For a region with a sharp boundary, increasing the local window reduces the value of the KL divergence. On the other hand, if a region requires matting, the value of the KL divergence increases with the window size until it reaches the optimum region in the sense of the maximum entropy. Therefore, the matting region is obtained by selecting the window shapes, sizes \( s_k \) with maximum KL divergence of the local color distribution.

### B. Parameter optimization

After we evaluate various KL divergences with various window shapes, we increase the local window size to effectively separate the foreground and background regions. This is based on our observation shown in Fig. 6. Specifically, at the positions \( r_k \), the window size increases in 13 different directions. Here, the control point \( r_k \) is a better localized position of \( r_k \) using the maximum response of the Gaussian (DoG) filter difference. For this purpose, we modify the level set implementations as in [59].

With this procedure, all sampled positions have the KL divergences of the possible window shapes and sizes. The measured divergences are recorded in form of cost volume, and we utilize dynamic programming to maximize the sum of KL divergences along all object boundaries. By indexing the optimum size and shape of a detecting window \( s_k \) at the best contour point \( r_k \), we can easily classify the foreground and background colors as well as the mixed colors. Examples of our various windows shapes and detected windows in a real-world image are illustrated in Fig. 7.

### C. Trimap optimization

In the previous section, we described the detection of the optimal local windows of trimaps. We further refine the trimap by MRF optimization. This is done by \( \alpha \)-expansion [60] with an objective function similar to that of the first phase. All pixels in the estimated regions are assigned to new labels \( T_k \in \{ F, B, U \} \) before all the windows are combined with the remaining labels \( x \) to constrain the whole image. Each \( \alpha \)-expansion iteration can be identically performed by a series of single graph-cuts, and the reasonable local optimum of the objective function in each window is shown. The MRF equation for trimap optimization is defined as follow:
\[
E(x') = E_c(x') + \lambda_g \cdot E_g(x') + \lambda_{nc} \cdot E_{nc}(x', y')
\]
(12)
Readers may refer to individual terms in the first-phase graph-cuts (Sec. IV) for the details, but a few aspects are slightly different from the previous formulation. For modeling geometric terms, three values are simply taken for energy functions, with \( \lambda_1 = 0.9 \) for \( x'_k \in F \), 0.7 for \( x'_k \in U \), and 0.5 for \( x'_k \in B \), and they make \( E_g(x'_k = F) + E_g(x'_k = U) + E_g(x'_k = B) = \epsilon_{th} \) to give normalized, geometric energies to the graph. Thereby most ambiguities are handled in color models.

The main difference of color models compared to the first phase is that locality of the color samples is given by normalized \( x, y \) coordinate information. We also find the pixels using the central colors of a local line model to consider the uncertainty areas, and we build the third GMM to infer the label \( U \). After MRF optimization, the combined trimap can be
further refined with simple morphology filters to enlarge the unknown regions as shown in Fig. 8. Another way to build GMM for the matting regions is to blend all combinations of foreground and background GMMs as in [61], [13]. In comparison, our method selects blended samples mostly existing on a transition between two strong mean points in a local patch. This selection process captures the better mixed colors at sharp edges and foreground colors in thin structures, while it shows similar performance at blurry edges. In many real-world examples, these procedures are successful for our trimap conversions.

D. Matting refinement

Finally, given the trimap and foreground masks, we solve for the fractional boundaries only within the uncertainty regions. This efficient approach is possible because we have the estimated trimap. Our matting framework is based on standard Laplacian matting with additional constraints [12], [62]:

$$\arg\min_{\alpha^*} \alpha^T \mathbf{L} \alpha + \lambda_c (\alpha - m_c)^T \mathbf{W} (\alpha - m_c) + \lambda_g (\alpha - m_g)^T (\alpha - m_g),$$

(13)

where $m_c$ is the trimap label acquired from Eq. 12 as a hard constraint. Before the Laplacian is solved, the hard constraints are post-processed by eroding and dilating the estimated foreground/background regions. Here, $\mathbf{W}$ is a diagonal matrix with its entries 1 if a pixel belongs to mixed pixels and 0 otherwise; $m_g = x^n$ is a soft constraint that utilizes the result of the first phase segmentation, $\mathbf{L}$ is the matting Laplacian matrix, and $\{\lambda_c, \lambda_g\}$ balance the weights between the two constraints. In Eq. 13, $m_g$ guarantees that the estimated alpha matte resembles the sharpness of the first phase segmentation. Therefore, the geometric consistency of the boundaries is implicitly preserved. In Eq. 13, the optimal alpha matte, $\alpha$, is given by computing the smallest eigenvectors of the composite matting matrix.

To recover the true foreground colors using the matte, we use the method proposed in [12], which exploits a smoothness prior [52]. The smoothness prior is used to smoothly generate foreground/background color layers by minimizing the $x, y$-directional derivatives of the two layers. In the presence of two simple color distributions, we observe that this assumption is particularly correct along the boundary pixels.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

For the quantitative evaluation as shown in Fig. 9, we tested our algorithm with various objects having soft boundaries.

By comparing our algorithm with previous algorithms, we validated hard segmentations and mattes obtained from the two-phase procedure. Several qualitative results were also obtained to show the ability in handling more challenging examples and to demonstrate the practical uses of our system.

A. Evaluation datasets

We selected Couch and Teddy from a publicly available dataset [8] because they have fractional boundaries. Since few multi-view dataset with fractional boundaries are currently available, we captured images of the target objects. We placed foreground objects, such as Lion2 and Tree on a turntable (SNRT400-Solutionix), and capture images using two cameras (Flea2-PGR 1280x960 res.). With this hardware, the camera poses could be more exactly computed. To validate our algorithm with higher resolution images, we add Lion3, captured by the Canon DSLR Mark3 (5184x3456 res.).

For qualitative comparison, we also captured images of large objects, such as a person, by using multiple 20 AW-HE100 Panasonic HDV cameras. In this case, we made use of calibration pattern boards of various sizes to calibrate intrinsic and extrinsic cameras. If the input images were densely captured around an object, we could easily use accessible SfM engines [15] to estimate camera parameters. Our system typically required 8-12 pre-calibrated images to exploit the geometric constraint.

To obtain the ground truth of the fractional boundaries, we manually gave trimap strokes until the final matte was visually flawless. This is because we could not apply simple chroma or difference keying methods for background subtraction from natural scenes. For visually perfect strokes, one input image usually requires 250-500 pin-points. We used Photoshop CS6 with PowerMask plug-in.

B. Comparisons with [8], [10]

For comparison with other approaches, we used the method described in [28] as the baseline algorithm, where only the color model is iteratively updated without any common models. In this quantitative comparison, especially with [8], [10], the proposed method performed the best, as shown in Table II, and we explain this result as follows.

Figure 10 shows two examples comparing our approach with [8]. Our approach differs from [8] in that we do not
explicitly rely on the accuracy of 3D reconstruction. Instead, 3D anchor points are involved with the geometric coherency in our approach. When the foreground depth is clearly distinguishable from the background depth, the accurate structure is obviously helpful for [8] as seen in the Couch example of Fig. 10. However, our approach also shows comparable results. In the case of the Teddy example, the foreground depth itself has some ambiguities. While the estimated depths directly affected the segmentation results in [8], our approach was able to recover the details of Teddy’s foot on the ground due to our appearance model.

The effectiveness of our appearance model and comparison with [10] is shown in Fig. 11. Using our own capturing system, we took only eight images around the objects. In this wide-baseline configuration, finding stereo correspondences is challenging. Therefore, we used calibrated camera poses. For some regions in these examples, the background colors are very similar to the foreground colors, such as the shadow of Lion2 and the green plate behind Tree. Hence, purely utilizing color information is not desirable; rather, analyzing the unique patterns of foreground textures provides better results. Compared to [10], which utilizes bag-of-word (BoW) representation, our approach utilize Fisher vector encoding (FV) [55] for the classification scores [24]. The Lion2 and Tree examples shown in Fig. 11 demonstrate that our algorithm outperforms [10] in terms of segmentation quality.

C. Handling high resolution images

When handling high-resolution images, such as the Lion3 example in Fig. 12, we adopt the coarse-to-fine strategy to facilitate the two-stage process. For the computational efficiency of training model parameters, we can take downsampled images with a small amount of accuracy loss. In our second phase, however, there is a resampling process along rough boundaries to collect foreground/background pixels at the original image resolution. The final results are locally calculated around the
In this section, we analyze our approach in terms of three factors contributing to our results: the common texture model, user markups, and local background modeling. Not only for the multiview dataset, but any binary masks were used to obtain these results.

A. Common texture model

The common texture model (Sec. IV-C2) is a comprehensive approach to segment foreground and background textures regardless of viewpoints. In practice, many objects actually exhibit similar texture patterns in both the foreground and background regions. In contrast to [10], which excludes any common appearance models, our experimental results show that having common texture models improves the segmentation accuracy achieved with a wide-baseline capturing setup. To see this effect clearly, we test our first-phase hard segmentation while decreasing the number of input images. The alpha map error was measured in the RMS metric. This experiment was used to obtain these results.

B. Matting region detection and refinement

The other factor contributing to our results is the matting stage. In the quantitative results for our five multiview datasets, our second phase for matting refinement (Sec. V) reduces the RMS error to 0.015 on average compared to the first phase (Sec. IV).

VII. Discussion

In this section, we analyze our approach in terms of three aspects. One is to evaluate the effect of adding mid-level appearance features in the first phase. Another important factor is the automatic matting refinement in the second phase. The other is user-guided initialization and additional strokes to correct trimaps.

A. Common texture model

The common texture model (Sec. IV-C2) is a comprehensive approach to segment foreground and background textures regardless of viewpoints. In practice, many objects actually exhibit similar texture patterns in both the foreground and background regions. In contrast to [10], which excludes any common appearance models, our experimental results show that having common texture models improves the segmentation accuracy achieved with a wide-baseline capturing setup. To see this effect clearly, we test our first-phase hard segmentation while decreasing the number of input images. The alpha map error was measured in the RMS metric. This experiment was used to obtain these results.

B. Matting region detection and refinement

The other factor contributing to our results is the matting stage. In the quantitative results for our five multiview datasets, our second phase for matting refinement (Sec. V) reduces the RMS error to 0.015 on average compared to the first phase (Sec. IV).

Not only for the multiview dataset, but any binary masks may also be improved using our second-phase algorithm. For instance, we tested 27 single images from the alpha matting dataset [63] and assumed that their binary segmentations are given. To detect the region where matting was needed, we took a distance transform with respect to the binary edges. Then, we...
applied various thresholds, such as 2,4,...,10 pixel-wide on the distance map to obtain unknown region trimaps with various boundary thicknesses. Given the rough segmentations, we ran our second-phase algorithm for the adaptive matting regions. For computation efficiency, we first downsampled all input images into VGA resolutions, and the estimated trimaps were resized back to the original resolution.

For each trimap, we compared four approaches [12], [44], [45], [46], and ours. The evaluation results of this experiment are shown in Table III. In the quantitative results for the 27 single image datasets, all matting algorithms produced stable results on the 6 pixel-wide unknown regions. Indeed, for such a narrow band, one method in [62] greatly reduced the RMS error in the input segmentation from 0.085 to 0.0714 by using binary guidances with a 6x6 window. An example is shown in Fig. 16. When the initial segmentations are correct, it performs better than existing matting algorithms, such as [12]. We used these baseline algorithms [12], [62] to test the performance of our algorithm.

One notable aspect is that all the matting algorithms showed the best results when the matting regions were adaptively determined by our approach. If the matting regions are given enough for additional sampling strategies, the WCT [46] sampling approach provides good results in the quantitative comparison. It considers texture compatibility measures to avoid overlapping samples for foreground/background pair sets. As the size of unknown bands increased, we also observed that the assumption of matting Laplacian in [45] worked better than the simple linear model in [12].

Under the assumption that the foreground/background masks are given, our matting refinement scheme showed the best performance. This is because we first detect the optimal regions where two strong color distributions can be the most easily separated. Not only our algorithm but other matting refinement methods also showed better performance with these contextual KL measurements, resulting in good matting regions. Similar to the method [62], we use a binary guidance as a soft constraint, which effectively suppresses the bleeding effect of output mattes. Our linear model generally holds in simple cases, but we think some cases, especially in the presence of natural illumination and challenging material properties, have fundamental challenges in all processes, such as detection, matting, and estimation of foreground colors.

C. User interaction

Fundamentally, our system defines a foreground as a distinct appearance in the initial bounding volume. We show successful examples in which the iterative optimization overcomes some ambiguities mostly by checking its geometric consistency in the space. Once the foreground definition is loosely initialized, however, the algorithm likely includes some common backgrounds with its wrong 3D hypothesis. To observe this negative effect, we made a 3D cube bounding our initial volume of interest and gradually increased its size. At a size about 15-20% larger than the bounding cube, we confirmed that our system did not initialize well on the target datasets, leading to unsatisfactory results.

Figure 17 shows a typical failure case of the first phase. Consequently, the second phase does not have the right position of contour points. Another example is also shown in Fig. 18 for this failure case. Some parts of the human body image were completely removed after the iterative optimization in the first phase. This is because the initial appearance models are loosely defined, so we give one box bounding the foreground in one image. Then, the bounding volume of interest is updated according to the modification, eventually leading to the result that all the initial foreground masks are tightly given. Having one user-given box, all the missing parts are recovered with better initialization.

Another example concerns the correction of trimaps with user-given foreground and background strokes. Once we get this type of user-guidance, regardless of what the trimap is, the regions of these strokes become a hard constraint \( m_c \) for the corresponding image. We can see the effect of the direct modification to the trimap as in Fig. 19. If many strokes are needed for several images, we can also propagate the accurate information between images. This can be done by assigning big values to the pixel nodes in the first-phase graph model. In MRF optimization, they play the same role as detection, matting, and estimation of foreground colors. This can be done by assigning big values to the pixel nodes in the first-phase graph model. In MRF optimization, they play the same role in altering foreground and background energies for one viewpoint. However, the difference is that the pixel nodes are geometrically linked with their common anchor points. Taking
account of these energies in the single graph, we update all binary segmentations $x$ and check their geometric coherence score $v$. In practice, we can check whether the additional strokes are needed until the binary segmentation results are visually acceptable. After that, the second phase re-computes new trimaps and gets additional strokes if necessary.

Therefore, definitive foreground and background samples as well as tight bounding boxes can be effectively propagated across all the input viewpoints. Without considering geometric relationships of the information, we may expect that it is a very tedious task to markup intermediate segmentations for each viewpoint over the whole image sequence.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduced a framework to extract the soft boundaries of a target object from multi-view images. We utilize coarse 3D reconstruction to define an initial volume bounding the foreground object. Sequentially, we seek geometrically consistent regions having similar appearances across all input images. The Fisher vector encoding adopted in the system allows us to model high-fidelity appearances in images. The consistent regions are cross-validated with one another by referring to their anchor points in space. To detect the optimal matte regions, we optimize the cumulative sum of KL divergences to smoothly take matte regions according to the contexts of object boundaries. Our Laplacian matting equation considers geometrically consistent segmentations in enforcing the multi-view constraint for the final results.

The proposed method was validated using various examples. The results of our method were qualitatively and quantitatively compared with state-of-the-art approaches and the key factors in the algorithm were analyzed in detail. Despite its best performance, a few user interventions might be required for some datasets. We demonstrated that even a few user-given boxes and strokes are effectively shared and propagated across viewpoints for our multi-view segmentation and fractional boundary refinement.
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